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What is Reading Week?

 A study week at some Canadian institutions

 Usually falls in between mid-term exams

 During the week of Canadian Thanksgiving and 

Family Day, respectively 
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The Study

 420 UWindsor undergraduates

 Most Ps were female social science students

 Metric Wire Research App

 Surveys

 Demographics, coping, personality

 Daily surveys

 Plans for Reading Week and recap

 January Reading Week recap
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Daily Survey

 3 random push notifications per day

 Morning, afternoon, evening

 Each expired after 1 hour

 Incentive: each entry awarded a ballot in a draw

 20-second survey with short answer and sliding 

scales
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Reading Week plans and recap

 Plans for Reading Week

 Planned percentages for working, studying, recreating

 How students actually spent FRW
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January recap

 Looking back on Fall Reading Week

 Any changes planned for Winter Reading Week?
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The analysis

 Stepwise multiple regression analysis

 AIM: to predict student stress after FRW

 Predictor variables:

 Stress before/during FRW

 Workload before/during/after FRW

 Recreation before/during/after FRW

 Regression model explained almost 50% of the 
variance using a cocktail of predictor variables

 No significant sex differences
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Findings

 Stress after FRW was higher….

 When stress was high during FRW 

 When university workload was high after FRW

 When university workload was higher before FRW

 When stress before FRW was high

AND

 When students recreated during FRW
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Implications

 Potential transform students into more productive, 

efficient individuals who are better equipped to  

deal with stressful situations in and beyond their 

academic careers

 Finding the balance between studying and 

recreating

 Need to train students on effective time usage and 

study techniques

 Encourage help-seeking behaviours among 

students
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